Titanium barriers
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

The Regenplate® Technique helps dentists to regenerate the alveolar bone, improving aesthetic and
functional outcomes of periodontology and implantology.
Simply, Naturally and Efficiently.

THE REGENPLATE® TECHNIQUE
Regenplate has been developed to
get bone regeneration in a safe and
predictable way using non
resorbable titanium barriers.
In the following pages, method
principles and some clinical cases
will be described. You can consult
video tutorials on our website
www.regenplate.com
Use of the products and vision of this illustrative material are reserved for dental doctors
with experience in oral surgery and implantology.
We therefore recommend participation to theoretical and practical courses related to the
surgical techniques described.
Regenplate® membranes are available in 4 new shapes (see picture below).
They are all featured by a double surface treatment:
The external polished side has been specifically designed for preventing the adhesion of
the bacterial biofilm, even in case of exposure of the barrier itself, whether accidental (in
GBR) or intentional (in the Socket Preservation).
Internal surface is treated to get a frosted surface with micro roughness that helps
adhesion of the blood clot and exploits the osteoconductive properties of titanium, while
avoiding the osseointegration of the membrane itself.
This feature makes the removal of the Regenplate® barrier faster than any other type of
non-resorbable membrane or grid.
Shape 1

Shape 2

BM-0676

Shape 3

BM-0677

Shape 4

BM-0678

BM-0679

30x30 mm, thickness 0,05mm

30(26)x40 mm, thickness 0,12mm

15x24 mm, thickness 0,05mm

20(16)x30 mm, thickness 0,12mm

0.05 mm thick, easy to handle,
ideal for beginners.
it can also be fixed with
sutures, using the perimeter
holes.

0.12 mm thick. Excellent shape
memory and excellent tenting
effect.
As for the other membranes, it
must be preformed and rounded
before fixing

Good flexibility and a use that
remembers that of PTFE
membranes. Easily pierceable
even with pins.

The first choice for GBR of
edentulous saddles.

For the fixing technique on the
implant head (via cover-screw or
fixing screws, available according to
the type of system).
For slightly extended horizontal
and vertical regenerations in the
mesio-distal direction.

Medium-extensive regenerations
in the anterior and lateralposterior region.

Extended regenerations in the
anterior and posterior areas with
the pre-modeling technique on a
stereolithographic model.
Fixing with mini-screws is
indicated.

For "socket preservation"
techniques in post-extraction
alveoli, with or without the use of
biomaterial.
Small horizontal regenerations.

ADVANTAGES OF THE
REGENPLATE TECHNIQUE
THE REGENPLATE TECHNIQUE ALLOWS TO:

1

Reduce surgical procedure time

2

Limit biological risks

3

Get a predictable result

4

Increase soft tissues

5

Simplify fixing and removal procedures

1) REDUCING SURGICAL PROCEDURE TIME
It is well known that the surgery invasiveness
perceived by the patient is directly proportional to
the duration of the surgical procedure.
The Regenplate® technique allows you to preshape the membrane on a stereolithographic
model and sterilize it in an autoclave before
surgery.
"hands on" surgical procedure simulation on a STL
model is highly appreciated by surgeons, as it is
more intuitive and faster than planning it on a
computer using mouse or touchpad.
Compared to a rigid device made at CAD-CAM with
the laser-melting technique, the Regenplate®
barrier maintains very reduced thicknesses and it's
very easy to cut and modify even during the
intraoperative phases.
The titanium barrier can be cut and shaped
bending the edges inwards, in order to obtain a
semi-rigid "shell" ready for use. The grafting
material (generally 50% autologous - 50%
heterologous) can be easily placed in.
The pre-operative shaping, highly recommended,
allows to significantly reduce the time of the
surgical procedure. (1)

(look at the complete case in the clinical case section)

2) REDUCING BIOLOGICAL RISKS
Traditional non-resorbable membranes are notoriously subject to bacterial contamination in
case of exposure to the oral environment. This complication often requires the immediate
removal of the membrane and graft material. (2)
In case of early exposure, resorbable membranes tend to resorb, inevitably losing their
space-maintaining effect.
Regenplate® titanium barrier, thanks to the absence of holes and to its surface features, is an
inert barrier device that offers an excellent biological response even in case of exposure to oral
fluids. (The best performance has been observed when the barrier has been perfectly
immobilized with pins or screws)
Thanks to these properties, they can be used for post-extraction alveolar regeneration
techniques without complete closure of the flaps. (3)

3) GET A PREDICTABLE RESULT
The issue is not to regenerate bone tissue but to maintain it on a long period.
Nowadays we know that only non resorbable barriers allow to obtain a reliable tenting effect as
long as it is needed to get bone regeneration. (4)
The absence of holes optimizes the amount of regeneration of hard tissues because it blocks
the penetration of soft tissue into the regenerative space. (5-6)
Numerous scientific studies have shown that the permeability of the barrier device is not
necessary to obtain bone regeneration (7), since angiogenesis and revascularization from the
receiving basal bone are sufficient. (8)
In any case, periosteum osteogenic action is only temporarily excluded and it can still be fully
performed after removing the barrier, when periosteum will be again in touch with the newly
formed bone and will be able to complete its maturation and corticalization.

(look at the complete clinical case 4)

4) INCREASE SOFT TISSUES
Titanium surface treatment allows formation of the "White layer", a very thin connective tissue
protecting the regenerated bone that, in specific clinical conditions, can be left to heal by
second intention. With this procedure a large spontaneous increase of keratinized gum can be
achieved, avoiding painful tissue harvests from the palate.

5) SIMPLIFY FASTENING AND
REMOVAL PROCEDURES
Regenplate® barriers can be generally cut, shaped and successfully stabilized with a reduced
number of pins or screws (see dedicated surgical kit).
Titanium grade 2 shape memory often avoids need of fixation in difficult areas like lingual
side of the jaw.
Saving time during barrier positioning allows as well a rapid and absolutely minimally
invasive removal.
The Regenplate® Shape 2 barrier can also be perforated on crestal portion and fixed directly
to the implant head using cover screw.

(look at the complete clinical case 3

This fixation option can be also used in regenerative treatment of peri-implantitis.

TO VIEW THE VIDEO TUTORIALS GO TO WWW.REGENPLATE.COM

CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
CLINICAL PROTOCOL FOR SOCKET AUGMENTATION IN
LATERO-POSTERIOR AREAS WITH REGENPLATE® TECHNIQUE.
RECOMMENDED MEMBRANES: REGENPLATE SHAPE 1,2
(look at the clinical case 1)

Flap extraction of compromised dental element
Surgical cleaning with open flap debridement and visual
control
Insertion of a biomaterial graft (optional) or venous blood
into the alveolus
Positioning of a Regenplate® barrier cut in a "saddle" shape
in order to cover and seal the extraction socket after having
been positioned on the alveolar ridge.
Membrane stabilization (if necessary in case of severely
damaged extraction socket) with screw, tacks or sutures.
Suture with single stitches with intentionally exposed
membrane.
Hygienic maintenance of the portion of exposed membrane
with application of 0.5% chlorhexidine gel membrane
removal after at least 6 weeks and within 4 months.

Clinical Case 1

“Socket Preservation” without biomaterials in area 4.6.
(Dott. Fabio L. Perret, Aosta)

Occlusal view of element 4.6 with
vertical fracture diagnosis.

Extraction socket is activated with a
curette in order to cause bleeding. In
the same phase, the implant is inserted.

The membrane is then bagged up like
a"saddle" between the periosteum and
the bone cortex, after having raised two
small vestibular and lingual flaps at full
thickness.
The membrane will stabilize and
hermetically protect the clot.
Two single sutures allow to reposition
the flaps in their original position and
at the same time to stabilize the
membrane.

Post-op X-ray shows the implant and
the Regenplate® Shape 1 membrane in
place.

After another 6 weeks (three months
after extraction) we can proceed with
taking of the dental impression and
finalization of the case.

Rx upon delivery of the prosthetic
crown. Note the irregularity of the bone
profiles around the implant neck.

Socket diameter is measured with a
periodontal probe, and a Regenplate®
Shape 1 is cut at the same mesio-distal
width of the alveolus.

After 6 weeks the membrane is
removed by pulling it out with
tweezers from the deepest part of the
flap.
Clinical image shows the presence,
after only 6 weeks, of immature bone
tissue, not pierceable. A healing
abutment is placed in the same session
to start conditioning the newly formed
tissue

The follow-up after 1 year from loading
highlights formation of the cortical
bone and the maintenance of an
optimal crestal profile using just the
blood cloth, in absence of any other
filling material.

CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
CLINICAL PROTOCOL FOR GBR (GUIDED BONE
REGENERATION) WITH REGENPLATE® TECHNIQUE.
(RECOMMENDED MEMBRANES: REGENPLATE SHAPE 2, 3, 4)
(look at the clinical case 1)

The protocol has TWO PHASES:
1) Pre-surgical phase, to be performed a few days before surgery, composed of the
following phases:
CBCT scan
Defect measurement on a stereolithographic model
Membrane cut (with scissors)
Folding (with pliers)
Drilling (with carbide multiblade bur)
Sterilization

2) intraoperative phase, which includes:
Anesthesia
Design and raising of the flaps.
Passivation and extension of the flaps based on the size of the volume to be
regenerated.
Test of the previously shaped barrier.
Positioning of the particulate graft material inside the barrier.
Barrier fixation with tacks or screws.
Double suture line (with horizontal mattress and with single stitches).

Clinical case 2

THREE-DIMENSIONAL REGENERATION IN AESTHETIC AREA
(Dr. Stefano Lombardo, Turin, Italy)

After careful prosthetic planning, a
scan of the upper jaw is done.

The diagnosis and simulation of the
surgery is performed with the aid of a
stereolithographic model, created from
the patient's CT scan. It begins with the
measurement of the defect in the
mesio-distal width.

Residual crest thickness measurement
and evaluation of volume we want to
obtain.

Surgical kit and Regenplate®
membrane are prepared on a
workbench.

The membrane is gently extracted from
its protective packaging

The membrane is measured and cut to
stay at least 1 mm away from the teeth
1.3 and 2.2. The palatine side must be
shorter than the buccal side.

Bending the barrier with Regenplate
forceps that, as well, allows the shaping
of the titanium barrier to obtain precise
edges without making any scratches or
abrasion on the surface

The thin square tip allows a precise
action of bending and rounding of the
edges.

Barrier can be perforated with carbide
multiblade drill to host the screw/tack
fixation

Clinical case 2

THREE-DIMENSIONAL REGENERATION IN AESTHETIC AREA
(Dr. Stefano Lombardo, Turin, Italy)

The barrier after having being
perforated ready to be sterilized in an
autoclave (47 minutes cycle at 134°).

After raising flaps and proceeding with
the passivation maneuvers, a test of the
previously shaped Regenplate®
membrane is done.

The membrane is positioned together
with the grafting material; while it is
held still with the fingertip, a selftapping screw is inserted, first on the
palatine side and after on the vestibular
side (2-3 screws depending on the
case).

After closing with a double layer suture
(horizontal mattress and single
stitches), the provisional can be
repositioned after having been
modified in order to avoid any contact
with the underlying tissues.

After six month the membrane can be
removed: it is now possible to
appreciate the quantity of newly
formed bone.
Two 3.8 x 11.5 mm CSR implants are
inserted.

The lateral view of the treated area
shows the quantity of
three-dimensional bone regeneration
obtained.

Dr. Stefano Lombardo, DDS, Turin (italy)

The graft material (50% autologous
taken from the nasal spine and 50%
heterologous) is inserted inside the
membrane.

Occlusal view of the important
horizontal and vertical bone defect
before regeneration.

Clinical case 3

GBR in aesthetic area with membrane fixing on the implant head
(Dr Fabio L. Perret, Aosta)

Upper left central incisor immediately
before extraction.

5 months after extraction, horizontal
bone loss is clearly visible.

An implant is inserted in a
prosthetically guided position.

Regenplate Shape 2 membrane is
modified according to the shape and
size of the defect, and a hole of the
diameter corresponding to the implant
cover screw is drilled on top of it.
Now the membrane is pre-shaped with
an "L" shape, taking care to bend sharp
edges inwards (see yellow arrow).
Once the shaping operations are
completed, the membrane is washed
with sterile physiological solution.

A particulate autogenous bone graft is
taken from the nasal spine and is
positioned around the implant. A
second layer of bone substitute is
positioned more superficially.

Graft material is protected and
stabilized with a Regenplate® Shape2
barrier after having been properly
rounded on edges. The barrier is fixated
to the implant head using its cover
screw.

After 4 months, the membrane is easily
removed with a small crestal incision,
showing the amount of newly formed
tissue.

The final result shows a harmonious
integration between the prosthetic
crown and the soft tissues.

The 4-year follow-up shows the
radiographic stability of the
regenerative result.

Clinical case 4
Vertical GBR in rear jaw
(Dr. Fabio Perret, Aosta)

Image of the vertical bone defect in the
left mandibular site.

Radiographic image of the membrane
in position. The ability to maintain the
shape of the membrane allows you to
avoid inserting a tent screw. The
position of the two 4 mm screws is
visible: the first in a slightly mesiovestibular position, the second in a
distal-occlusal position.

A Regenplate® Shape 4 membrane is
prepared on a stereolithographic
model, taking the maximum care to
round the edges inwards. Holes are
drilled in the areas corresponding to
the insertion of the fixing screws.
The membrane is then sterilized
at 134 °.

After drilling holes in the cortex to
promote angiogenesis, a particulate
graft (autologous bone 50% and
heterologous 50%) modeled in the
shape of a tray is inserted into the
membrane.

After 6 months the barrier can be easily
removed. It is possible to observe the
increased thickness of the flaps
covering the membrane, in response to
contact with titanium.

Implants are positioned with 35Ncm
insertion torque. Flaps are sutured back
on regenerated bone and implants to
allow the periosteoum to complete
maturation and corticalization of the
regenerated tissue (recommended
procedure in vertical defects of the
posterior mandible).
After three months the implants can be
functionalized to start the prosthetic
phase.

The intraoral radiograph shows the
implants undergoing osteontegration
and the amount of newly formed bone
tissue.

Dr. Fabio Perret, DDS, Aosta (italy)
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